
all the ones who know are gone 
 
 
it was like the explosive electronics, back when the first breath 
cut into the light to become an infinitely wide circle, or by when 
the animals aligned their civil plans to endure past the detail 
 
when most would assume that their freedoms were blank, or solid 
in the catalog of desertion, more ruined than the invisible music 
but cold and hot beyond the two. when each of us are night 
 
the tree-cat swims past its wings through the star cluster door, with 
all the water behind it we motion to the above attachment as one 

 
 
early rooster. even the Baphomet starves with the occluding climate 
as their window to the ink of the Emberá stalls into the homeless 
patch, an affront to the proliferating signs that retain a husk 
 
by the split egg dream. they help me in the star lust filled 
with a wandering Host, given that my prehistoric origins 
fall into this moment, at each intersection. and as networks 
 
the invisible fruits Rthe invisible fruits R  

 
 

 
people on the other side of the computer are glaring as we 
speak, but the effect is the same. cut off the neutral networks of 
the soaring cusp of intelligent inertias, or why the past inhabits 
 

 
is that the greeting is endless and spirals down over the torso 
by two hands starting at the crown of the head. that was the greeting 
 
on the archaic plains. and the common names are there that call me 

 
but no  the codices, and el quipo, and all those other motions that call 



 
the endless transformations of achafa chito. is there anyone to speak to there? 
the intimate shell? "there" is here in the morning, I speak the way I am 
beyond a page, the office of my terror is silent. I speak to you in that place 
 
where we are a knot of micro memories, but let me finish as I have the anti-contusion 
to impart to you, which only begins and ends there. helplessness is not the only state 
in confronting the ash, but we must be still in the music, even if the egg breaks. not a single 
 
word I utter is in that place. my chances to be among you are with the feed. I have 
the mud. please speak to me now that Easter is coming, as all who know are gone 
and will rise, starting from Mabila, and then each Mound, and then each Animal 
 

 
watching the movies of our dreams and feeling our sleeping body like a puppet, 
we enter the rings of terror, go much much deeper, and then awaken to the corn 
 
 
 




